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ABSTRACT. In [4] we produced a characterization of fuzzy neighborhood commutative division

rings; here we present another characterization of it in a sense that we minimize the conditions so

that a fuzzy neighborhood system is compatible with the commutative division ring structure.

As an additional result, we show that Chadwick [5] relatively compact fuzzy set is bounded in a

fuzzy neighborhood commutative division ring.
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1. PRELIMINARIES.
Just like our previous work, we consider here the fuzzy neighborhood topology t(E) on D, the

one generated by the well-known fuzzy neighborhood system E of R. Lowen [8]. The pair

(D,t(E)) is termed as a fuzzy neighborhood space. The triplet (D, +,. (or D alone)is
considered either a ring, division ring or commutative division ring (whichever we require).
D*: D\{0} denotes the multiplicative group of nonzero elements of the commutative division

ring D and D + is the additive group of D.
As usual I0: ]0,1],I: [0,1] the unit interval, and 2(D) denotes finite subsets of D. If/ is a

fuzzy set of D then/, is given by

# (x): #(x-’)VxeD’,

while for xeD,
(y): . (v) (v )

VyD, where 1 denotes the characteristic function of the singleton set {x}.
For any t,v,9,ID and xeD*,

x (D/, v 9 and v (D 8 are defined by:

o(v): , () (,)
+t=v

st=y
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We define lt/v as

It I I v

and thus 1/(1 @ v) is written as"

11(1 E) u)(x) (1 u)~ (x) (1 0 u)(x-’)=>

1/(1 u)(x) sup v(s)
(/+,)-I

VxeD’.
We call p symmetric if and only if

, ,, wa ,(): ,(- )WD.

The constant fuzzy set of D with value 6 E I is given by the symbol _6 (eID). The saturation

operation [8] is defined on a prefilter base J C ID by (velD: V6elo=]Ve@i ) v$--_ <_ v}.
PROPOSITION 1.1 [8]. Let (D, t(E)) and (D,t(F])) be fuzzy neighborhood spaces and

f: D-D’, then f is continuous at xeDVu’eF](f(x))V6elo:ueE(xo)
DEFINITION 1.2 [3]. Let (D, +,. be a ring and E a fuzzy neighborhood system on D.

Then the quadruple (D, /, .,t(E)) is said to be a fuzzy neighborhood ring if and only if the

following are fulfilled"

(FNR1) (D, +,t(E))is a fuzzy neighborhood group [1].
(FNR2) The mapping m:(Dx D,t(E)x t(E))--.(D,t(E)),(x,y) xy is continuous.

PROPOSITION 1.3 [3]. If (D, +, .,t(E))is a fuzzy neighborhood ring and xeD, then

(a) The left homothety x:(D,t(E))(D,t(E)), y xV (resp. right homothety

%:(D,t(E))-,(D,t(E)),V yx)is continuous. If x is a unit element of D then each homothety is

a homeomorphism.

(b) The translation T:(D,t(E))--,(D,t(E)), y+x and the inversion

k:(D,t(E))(D,t(E)), x -x are homeomorphisms.

(c) ueE(0)cx @ ueE(x), i.e., Tx(u)eE(x).
(d) ueE(x)v x @ ueE(0), i.e., T_,(u)eE(0).
DEFINITION 1.4 [2]. Let (D, +,. be a division ring, and E a fuzzy neighborhood system

on D. Then the quadruple (D, +,., t(E)) is said to be a fuzzy neighborhood division ring if and

only if the following axe true:

(FNDR1) (D, +,. ,t(E))is a fuzzy neighborhood ring.

(FNDR2) The mapping r:(D*,t(EiD.))--,(D*,t(Eio.)) x -+ x -a is continuous where EID. is the

fuzzy neighborhood system on D" induced by D.
A commutative division ring structure and a fuzzy neighborhood E on D are said to be

compatible if the conditions (FNDR1) and (FNDR2) axe satisfied.

TItFREM 1.5 [3]. Let (D, +, be a ring and E a fuzzy neighborhood system on D. Then

the quadruple (D, +,-,t(E)) is a fuzzy neighborhood ring if and only if the following conditions

axe satisfied:

(1) VxeD: E(x)= {Tx(u):ueE(0)}.
(2) VxoeD, VeE(O), V6elo:]eE(O) ) Xo (R) <_ I +6, and u g) Xo <_ +6, i.e., the mapping

y - xoy and y yxo axe continuous at 0.

(3) VleE(O),V6elo=leE(O) ) (9 <_ # +6, i.e., the mapping (x,y) x + y is continuous at

(0,0).
(4) VeE(0), V6elo=eE(O 9 u < I + 6__ ,i.e., the mapping x x is continuous at 0.

(5) VIeE(O),V6elo=]UeE(O 9 u(Du < p +6 ,i.e., the mapping (x,y) xy is continuous at
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(0,0).
THEOREM 1.6 [4]. Let (D, +,.) be a commutative division ring and (D, +,., t(Z)) a

fuzzy neighborhood ring. Then the quadruple (D, +,-,t()) is a fuzzy neighborhood

commutative division ring if and only if the following are fulfilled:

(i) VxeD:E(z) {T(u):ueE(O)}.
(ii) Vte(0), VxeD, V6eIo2ueE(O) 9 z)u <_ t +; i.e., y - yz is continuous at 0.

(iii) Vteh](0), V6eloueE(O) 9 u(R)u <_ # + i.e., (x,y) x + y is continuous at (0,0).
(iv) V/eE(0), V6eloqueE(O u)u <_ I +_ i.e., (x,y) xy is continuous at (0,0).
(v) Vueh](0), V6eIo=lUeE(O) 3 (1 u) _<(1 t)+_, i.e., the inversion x x- (x O) is

continuous at 1.

PROPOSITION 1.7 [4]. Let (D, +,. be a fuzzy neighborhood commutative division ring.
If conditions (i)-(v) of Theorem 1.6 are satisfied, then the following inequality holds good:

v,r(0), v&0r(0) /(. ) < +.
Recently the notion of relatively f-compact fuzzy sets was introduced by Chadwick and

studied in relation to fuzzy neighborhood spaces. We quote the following results from [5]. For a

detailed account of compact fuzzy neighborhood spaces we refer to [9].
THEOREM 1.8 [5]. Let (D,t(F)) be a fuzzy neighborhood spaces, #eI. Then the following

are equivalent:

(a) u is relatively f-compact;

(b) for each family (Ux)xeDQI’IxeD(X) and each 6>0 there is Fe2(D) such that

supfv > Ig--
2. FUZZY NEIGItBORtIOOD COMMUTATIVE DIVISION R]NGS.

We shall now present an equivalent form of condition (v) of Theorem 1.6, namely

(v’) V#eE(O)VeIoveE(O 9 v/(1 ) <_ I+ (2.1)

or v6)(1 @v) _< u +_.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Referring to Theorem 1.6, we have conditions (i)-(v), are equivalent to

(i)-(iv) and (v’).
PROOF. We need prove only the converse part, i.e., VteE(0), Velo:lUeFJO) (1 St,)

_< (1 @ t)4-6. Suppose conditions (i)-(iv) aad (v’) hold, and /eE(0) and eIo; choose t, t,

symmetric t E) (1 u) < t 4-_. Let zeD’, then

(1 E) t,,)" (z) (1 EE) u)(z-)

sup (z)
(l+x)-l=z

sup

sup
_x....._.--z_
1+

sup ,(x)
-x(l + x)-l z-1

sup ,(-z)
x(1 + x)
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_< up (:r) A (I u) ((i + :r) -t)
x(1 + )-

p u() A (1 u) ((1 + z)-’)
( +)- -(i@)(:- 1)

( e (1 u) )(z)

(1 )(;)+ 6 (by (v’))

i.e., (lu) S (I H)+.
OM 2.2. Let (D, +,. be a commutative divisio ring and a fuzzy neighborhd

system on D. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(D, +,. ,t(N)) is a fuzzy neighborhd commutative division ring.

2 (D, + ,()) is a fuzzy neighborhd group, and division

is continuous.

(D, +,())a (’, .,(v.)) fy ihUohooa op.
PRooP. 1. Let (D, +, .,()) be a fuzzy neighborhd commutative division ring.

Then by definition it is an additive group and therefore a fuzzy neighborhd group. We show

division

d:DxD’D,(z,)

is continuous.

But from the following scheme we have:

DxD*DxDD,

(x,y) H (x,,y-1) H zy--1,

i.e., d: D x D’-D, (x, y)Hx/y is continuous.

2=3. If the division d is continuous on D x D*, then certainly the restriction to D*x D* is

continuous, i.e., (D*, .,t(EID.))is a fuzzy neighborhood group.

3=1. We need to show that m:DxD-,D,(z,y) zy is continuous. But this follows from

Theorem 3.3 [4].
THEOREM 2.3. Let (D, +, .) be a commutative division ring with characteristic

Char(D) 2. Then a fuzzy neighborhood group on the commutative division ring D with respect
to which the inversion is continuous is a fuzzy neighborhood commutative division ring.

PROOF. The continuity of multiplication follows from the equality:

zy [(z + y-- 2) -1 --(z + y + 2)-1] -1 --[(z-- y-- 2) -1 --(z-- y + 2)-1] -1. 0

TttFX)REM .4. Let (D, +,. be a commutative division ring and I a fuzzy neighborhood
system on D such that

(i) multiplication, m:DD-D,(z,I) ,
(ii) inversion, r:D*-D’, - z -,
(iii) addition of 1, p:D--+D, z 1 +z, are continuous, then (D, +,-,(E)) is a fuzzy

neighborhood commutative division ring.
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PROOF. Negation j.H x 1)x is (ontinuous then x x- is the composite:

x----x--x+l -(-x+l)

of continuous functions and therefore, continuous.

It remains to show that the addition is continuous. To this end, we show that the addition is

continuous at (0,0). In order to do so, we use the following identity:
x + y [1 + y(1 + x)-’](1 + x)- (2.1)

Let #eE(0) and 5 > O. Choose u,eE(0) and 0,eE(1).
By continuity of p: x + x, we get

01 C -< + 5/7 (2.2)

Since multiplication m:DxDD,(x,g) xy is continuous at (1,1), we have a 8eE(1) such
that

0 ( 0 <_ 01 + 5/7

Again applying the continuity of p, we can find ueE(0) such that

_< 0 + 5/7

Continuity of m:(z,y) xy at (0,1) produces :eE(0) and 8acE(l) such that

Since r:z z-1 is continuous at 1, we can find 04(1) such that

7 5 z + /7
Now again applying continuity of p at x 0, we get for 04e(1), a 3(0) such that

.a-/7 -104
1 u 04 + /7
1 .3 ( A )+

Now if we can show that

3 +A,

then we are done.

But, first we show the following inequity:. [(..: (1..) )] ( .)

() A ()
x+y=z

p ,() A () A ,(x)
xTy--z

sup u(y) A (1 (.3) ((1 + x)-l) A (1 3)(1 +x)
[1 + y(1 + x)- 1](1 + x)-- +

Let zeD, then

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)
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.sp 2 C)(1 3) ((1 (3 )-’) A (1 E v3)(1 + x)
[ + ( + )- ]( + )= +

sup [1 (3 v @ (1 @ v3) 111 + V(1 )-’] A (i v3)(i + z)
[, + ( + )- ,1( + ) +

[1 u2 (1 (3v3),--, ](1 v3)(z / 1)

[1 v2 @ (1 )’-’ ]e(1 u3)e l(z),

u(3u <_ [1 u: (Z) (1 u3),.,, ]@(1 e)@ 1.

this proves the inequality (2.8).
Now we prove that the right side of (2.8) is less than or equal to # + 6..

_<[(1

_< [1 (3 v2 C)(0 + 6./7))] @ (1 (3 u3) e (by (2.7))

_< [1 (3 (r,: @ i93)+ (26./__7)) @(1 e,.,:,) e (by (2.6))

_< [(1 (3 u, + 36/7)] @ (1 (3 u)e 1 (by (2.5))

< [( + 4/7) e (1 ,,)e (by (..4))

-< [ @ (1 (3 u) + 46/7] e 1

_< [(8 @ 8) + 56/7] e

-< [( + 66/7] e (by (2.3))

In fact,

< # + 6./7 + 66/7

=>v3 (3 v < +_, which proves the continuity of addition. Continuity of addition at (z,V),
where z # 0 follows similarly from the identity z + V z(1 + z-iV). E!

TBEOREM 2.5. Let (D, +, be a commutative division ring.

(i) If (D, +, .,t(Ej))s is a family of fuzzy neighborhood rings, then (D, +, .,t(l)
supj,st() is a fuzzy neighborhood ring, where

E(O) {inf v,i*Ej(0); i(Jo, Joe2(J)}
i,Jo

(ii) If (D, +,., t(Ej))jtj is a family of fuzzy neighborhood commutative division rings, then

(D, +,., t() supj,jt(E)) is a fuzzy neighborhood commutative division ring, where

S(O) {in/ vj,(E.(O); i(Jo ;Jo2(J)}
i(Jo VJs

PROOF. We only prove a part of (ii). Verification of the conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 1.6

are straightforward. We check condition (C) (inequality (2.1)).
Let # infijo#ai and &Io. Choose %, satisfying the condition (v’) in (2.1) for all ieJo; and

let v infi,Jovjf Now for any z,D:

vl(1 (3 v)(z) v @ (1 (3 v)~ (z)

sup u(a) A (1 (3 u)" (b)
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sup v(a) A sup v(x)
ab=z (l+x)-I =b

=sup mf A sup inf u ’(x
ab ,eJ

0
l,

(1 + x) ’eJo

< inf sup %,(a)h(l@%,)~(b)teJ0 ab

inf,go " 0 (1 ) u,)~ (z)

<_ inf #,,(z)+
,eJ

0

u(z)+ ,
v/lq)v <:p+6_ or @(lOv) <_p+6_.

DEFINITION 2.6. ([3], [4]). Let (D, +,-) be a commutative division ring d

(D, +, .,t(E)) a fuzzy neighborhd ring. Then a fuzzy set elD is called bounded in

(D, +,., t(E)) if and only if for all veE(O)V&Io there exists 0eE(0) such that p 0 v +.
THEOM 2.7. In a fuzzy neighborhood commutative division ring (D, +,-,t(E)), every

relatively f- compact fuzzy set is bounded.

PROOF. Let peID, 6 > 0 and veE(0). Since multiplication is continuous, for each z, we can

find a OeE(O) and u.eE(x) such that

v O v + 6/2 (2.9)

Since is relatively f- compact, by Theorem 1.8, there is x,x, ,z,eD such that

V V... Vvx +6/2 >#.l]
Xl llx2

Let 0 0Xl A A Oxn then 0eE(0). Then for any zeD:

,5--< ab"qllP-- ((/]xl V btx2 V V l]In(a) A (Oil A Ox2 A A OXn)(b)) --
(/]Xl Q) OXl)(Z V (btx2 ) Ox2(Z V V (btxn 00xn)(Z " "

<: (u(z)+ 3/2) V V (u(z)+ 6/2) +

() + 6

=# (9 0 _< v +_, proving that/t is bounded.
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